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Nephos Technologies Launch First Data Analysis Tool For The Distributed
Enterprise

Nephos Technologies today announced the release of Datrgy: the world’s first data analysis
tool for the distributed enterprise. Datrgy provides high speed scanning of file data across
multiple file systems, delivering a centralised view of all the data across the enterprise no
matter where it resides.

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 8 January 2018 -- Nephos Technologies today announced the release of Datrgy (
http://www.nephostechnologies.com/solutions/datrgy/) the world’s first data analysis tool for the distributed
enterprise.  Datrgy not only provides high speed scanning of file data, but also delivers a centralised view of all
the data across the enterprise no matter where it resides.

Centralised View of Distributed Data

Nephos Technologies is a system integrator for Cloud, specialising in data services and has been helping
customers understand and profile their data for many years.

“Historically Nephos has had to use numerous 3rd party tools to try and benchmark our customers'
environments, but we found that none of them were able to cope with the distributed nature of these
environments – they were designed for the datacenter alone,” said Lee Biggenden, Director, Nephos
Technologies. “Datrgy has been built from the ground up to deliver a centralised dashboard across a distributed
environment, solving that problem for our customers.”

Better Analysis, Better Decisions

It is not only helping Nephos and their customers, but also their technology partners. “With the huge increase in
unstructured data, and that trend only set to grow, we are seeing more customers trying to benchmark their
existing environment to enable them to make the best choices about their data moving forward,” said Joe
Gately, VP WW Sales, Nasuni. "Up until now though, the solutions we’ve seen on the market were heavily
aimed at the data centre, rather than being able to easily include data from the remote offices in a centralised
view.”

As more and more organisations are looking to leverage new technologies to cope with the growth in
unstructured data volumes, gaining an insight into their data is key to making good decisions around their future
file storage and data management strategy.  Datrgy provides centralised visibility that its users need to aide in
developing their storage strategies, and controlling their data growth.

Nephos has been successfully using Datrgy as part of its market leading Smart Services portfolio, and has now
started to deploy Datrgy as a standalone product to provide continuous visibility into their distributed file
systems.

About Nephos Technologies

Nephos Technologies is an independent Systems Integrator for the Next Generation Datacenter; providing
consultancy, management and technology services to organisations seeking to utilise cloud technologies and
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economics, whether that is on-site, off-site or a hybrid based approach.

Nephos does this in several ways, but primarily we act as independent advisers, and one of the only companies
in this market who can, as we have no Cloud or Datacenter to sell. Our business does not rely on filling a
Datacentre or having a fixed model to migrate our customers towards, therefore enabling us to provide
completely unbiased advice when in discussions with our customers.

For more information please mark contact FAO: Marketing Manager:

2 Kingdom Street, London, W2 6BD

Phone: +44 8453 104 105

Email: marketing(at)nephostechnologies(dot)com
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Contact Information
Lee Biggenden
Nephos Technologies
http://www.nephostechnologies.com
+44 203 239 9803

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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